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Learning Objectives 

 To develop LSRW skills among the students  

 To comprehend the chapter  

 To enhance the vocabulary of the students  

 To comprehend the grammatical concepts 

Q2. Change the following sentences from the active to 

the passive voice or passive voice to active voice as 

indicated. Add the object wherever required.  

a. an illness damaged Helen's senses of sight and 

hearing.  

b. Helen was taught by Anne to read.  

c. medical help was sought by her mother.  

d. Anne was contacted by Helen's parents.  

e. all problems were overcome by Helen.  

f. many are inspired by her story.  

g. g, temper tantrums were thrown by her.  

h. parents were worried by Helen's conditions.  



 

 

i. Helen was accompanied to college by Anne.  

j. many can be inspired by Anne Sullivan's dedication.  

Q3. Frame two sentences in active and passive voice 

each with any of the following verbs. Mention the 

voice.  

a. Overcame: Suman overcame her handicap bravely. 

(active voice)  

Handicap was bravely overcome by Suman. (passive voice)  

b.took: She took the project seriously. (active voice)  

Project was taken seriously by her. (passive voice)  

c. Studies :She helps me in my studies. (active voice)  

I am helped in my studies by her. (passive voice)  

d. Inspired :The Scientist inspired his fellowmates. (active 

voice)  

Fellowmates were inspired by the Scientist. (passive voice)  

e. taught :The teacher taught the students an intresting 

chapter. (active voice)  

An intresting chapter was taught by the teacher to the 

students. (passive voice)  



 

 

f. She  brings fresh fruits from the market regularly. (active 

voice)  

Fresh fruits are brought  regularly from the market  by her. 

(passive voice)  

g. She did  the task  at the given time. (active voice)  

The task was completed at the given time by her. (passive 

voice)  

h. I heard a strange sound in the garden. (active voice)  

A strange sound was heard  in the garden by me. (passive 

voice)  

i. They write story books for the kids. (active voice)  

Story books are written for the kids by them. (passive voice)  

j. Helen threw temper tantrums on her parents. (active 

voice)  

Temper tantrums are thrown on her parents by her. 

(passive voice)  

Q4. Encircle the subject and underline correct verb.  

a. Here (is/are) a story that is inspiring.  

b. From all her troubles, she (walk/walks) out victorious.  

c. Where (do/does) her confidence come from?  



 

 

d. There (stand/stands) the woman who taught her to read.  

e. Nobody could (tolerate/tolerates) her violent tantrums.  

Write - a-while (writing skill)  

Many famous people did not have a rosy and natural 

childhood. Write a biography of any famous personality 

whose story touched or impressed you in some way. Stick a 

picture of or sketch out the personality.  


